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Abstract
In this article, we are interested in spoken term detection task,
with a particular focus on Person Name (PN) spotting in auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) system outputs. We propose a
two-step method that combines an acoustic matching based on a
Phoneme Confusion Network (PCN) with a semantic rescoring
based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models. The
first module allows to find, in the PCN, potential PN candidates
in speech segments, while the second is in charge of ranking
the competing PN, according to a LDA topic model. The pro-
posed LDA-based approach outperforms significantly the base-
line system based on a search in the ASR phoneme lattice, ob-
taining a F-measure score of 77.04% on PN detection.
Index Terms: phoneme confusion network, person name spot-
ting, latent dirichlet allocation, topic model

1. Introduction
The huge amount of available multimedia documents on In-
ternet makes Information Extraction (IE) a very challenging
task. In this article, we are interested in Spoken Term Detec-
tion (STD), with a particular focus on person name (PN) recog-
nition. Indeed, detecting mentioned names in spoken contents
could be very useful for indexing purposes. This task was eval-
uated in REPERE challenge [1] which aims at recognizing per-
sons in a multi-modal context (video data).

Various approaches have been proposed for STD, most of
them addressing problems due to automatic speech recognition
(ASR) system weaknesses, related to the limited lexical cov-
erage of ASR systems and transcription errors. The problem
of Out-Of-Vocabulary words (OOV) in STD has been largely
studied the last few years. In [2], hybrid language models based
on both word and sub-word units were proposed. In [3], au-
thors combined phonetic matching and query driven decoding.
A vocabulary-independent method based on phoneme lattices
was proposed for query-by-example search in [4]. Other ap-
proaches focused on the linguistic level, as in [5] where authors
proposed to handle OOV with an unsupervised language model
adaptation.

A vocabulary independent STD method has been described
in [6], where OOV query terms are converted into a phoneme
sequence and searched in phoneme lattices provided by an ASR
system. Authors obtained high performance on broadcast news
data but a much lower one on conference room meetings, show-
ing the complexity of the STD task on conversational data [7, 8].

Person name detection presents some particular difficulties
in comparison to generic STD: PN tend to constantly evolve
according to the actuality, topic, date of the document... and
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their automatic transcription with an ASR system remains very
difficult.

In [9], authors proposed a post-processing solution to cor-
rect person name transcription errors. This method combines
linguistic features to detect regions where PN are wrongly tran-
scribed. Then an acoustic search is applied to correct them with
a wider dictionary than the one used by the ASR system.

Here, we propose a person name detection method that
combines an acoustic module, based on a search into phoneme
confusion networks, and a semantic reranking module based
on topic models, estimated by Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10].
The proposed method is vocabulary independent since it does
not require any specific handling of OOV words nor ASR adap-
tation. This method is evaluated it in the experimental setup of
the REPERE evaluation campaign [1].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We firstly
present in section 2 the first step of our method which allows to
search query terms. Section 3 presents experiments and results.
Finally, section 4 concludes and proposes some perspectives.

2. Person name detection system
The person name detection system presented in this paper is
based on 2 modules:
• The first module provides PN candidates from an acous-

tic search in Phoneme Confusion Networks (PCN) given
by an ASR system.

• The second module rescores the competing PN hypothe-
ses by estimating their probability according to the lex-
ical context in which they occurred. The corresponding
context model is estimated with the Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) algorithm applied on a large text corpus.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the proposed system architec-
ture, from the automatic transcription to the detection of person
names.

2.1. Phoneme Confusion Networks

2.1.1. Motivations

Most of the studies propose to use ASR outputs to detect spo-
ken utterances [11]. These approaches are generally based on a
phonetic search in the one or N-best phonetized transcriptions,
which avoids the problem of OOV words. Better performance is
obtained with a detection in the word or phoneme lattices [12].
However, one of the problems encountered with phoneme lat-
tices is that all the information contained in a same time section
can not be exploited. Moreover, ASR search cut-offs limit the
size of lattices, by ending paths that could match the targeted
phonetic sequence. As a result, relaxing boundary constraints
could improve the term detection recall.

In [13], authors proposed a word Confusion Network (CN),
which provides a more perspicuous and clear representation of
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Figure 1: Person Name detection approach

a set of alternative words, competing in a same time section.
Since then, this approach is commonly used in state-of-the-art
ASR systems, the word lattices being transformed into a word
CN from which the best transcription hypothesis is searched.
This CN word representation significantly reduces the WER.

In the context of spoken term detection, we can assume that
using a phoneme CN instead of a phoneme lattice would lead
to a better PN detection. Few studies addressed this represen-
tation, such as [14], where authors proposed a keyword recog-
nition method based on a simple acoustic-phonetic decoding.
Nevertheless, this purely acoustic system does not integrate any
linguistic information. Word or phoneme lattices, when pro-
duced by an ASR system, result from a graph exploration that
integrates lexical and linguistic constraints. One might think
that theses lattices are more accurate than those produced by
an acoustic-phonetic system, paths and scores resulting from a
combination of acoustic and linguistic related information.

We propose to firstly perform an ASR transcription (with a
word N-gram language model) and then produce a PCN from
the phoneme lattice. The underlying assumption is that the gen-
erated PCN will integrate higher level information in compari-
son to a simple phoneme decoding.

PCN are estimated according to the formula given in [13].
Thus in the case of a PCN, phoneme scores for each time sec-
tion are normalized according to their acoustic values and their
amount in the lattice. This phoneme acoustic probability in a
same time section can be given by the equation:

Px(φ) =

N∑
n=1

Sx,n(φ)

∑
φ′∈Φ

[ N∑
n=1

Sx,n(φ′)
] (1)

Where Px(φ) is the probability of the phoneme φ in the sec-
tion x, N is the number of phonemes in the section x, Φ is
the phoneme vocabulary, Sx,n(φ′) is the acoustic scores of a
phoneme φ′ in the x lattice time section. Equation 1 takes into
account and normalizes all acoustic information in the same
section.

2.1.2. Person Name acoustic probability

In order, to estimate the acoustic probability of a PN, we pro-
pose to search the PN phoneme sequence into the PCN. Nev-
ertheless, the PN phonetization, due to an automatic phonetiza-
tion of an OOV PN, or the PCN could be partially wrong, which
results in an imperfect search. To overcome this problem, a lim-
ited Levenshtein Distance Alignment ∆ is allowed according to
the word length ∆(PN) = dD/size(PN)e where D=4.

Let us consider λPN={λ1, ..., λS} a phonetization of PN ,
where S is the number of phonemes. Let Φx={φx1 , ..., φxP } be
the list of phonemes in the section x of the PCN which contains
P phonemes, and p(φxi ) the probability of the phoneme φi in
the section x. The acoustic probability P (λPN ) of PN is given
by:

P (λPN ) = arg max
x

S∑
p=x

[
φp ∪ λp

]

S
(2)

where (φp∪λp)=p(φxi ) if φp=λp. As a PN can be pronounced
many times in a transcription, a search is performed on each x
time section of the PCN. Only the best acoustic probability will
be kept for each PN.

2.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

2.2.1. Motivations

Spoken detection of person names is a complicated task as this
particular word class tends to constantly evolve (depending on
news, topic, date of the document), which usually leads to a
high number of OOV words [4]. The acoustic search proposed
in the previous section allows to bypass the ASR dictionary size
limitation. But their multiple and non-normalized pronuncia-
tion forms are another difficulty that the acoustic spotting can
not deal with. Moreover, the acoustic module has a tendency
to detect a high number of PN with a various acoustic prob-
ability. PN detection performance depends on the quality of
the automatic PN phonetization, the quality of the phoneme lat-
tice or other issues directly related to PN specificities, such as
closed phoneme lists (ex: homophony), a part of PN phonemes
included in another one (ex: Na Li and Ben Ali) or just PN with
a same first/last name.

Usually, PN are pronounced in particular semantic contexts.
Consequently, it is assumed that taking benefit of this seman-
tic information should permit to deal with the acoustic ambi-
guity of some PN. For this reason, we propose a second step
which aims at reordering and disambiguating PN (detected by
the acoustic module) thanks to a topic modeling process. This
should result in increasing the precision of our system by re-
ducing the number of false alarms and reranking PN with a low
acoustic probability. This second module is based on the LDA
modeling applied to each PN candidate, in a slightly different
way of what we proposed in [15], where LDA was used to de-
tect the indexing quality of transcriptions.

2.2.2. Topic modeling by Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Most approaches using LDA algorithm aim at finding the main
topic of documents [16], classifying them [17], segmenting
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them in topics or helping question answering systems [18].
LDA algorithm is a probabilistic topic model. The essential
goal of the LDA algorithm is to represent a document accord-
ing to different bag-of-words, each of them guided by a topic.
This algorithm allows to perform a non-deterministic and unsu-
pervised clustering of words. In LDA, the word co-occurrences,
rather than documents, are associated with topics. Each word in
each computed class is represented by a vector weighted by its
probability of belonging to the class.

2.2.3. Person name context modeling

LDA modeling allows to generate the most representative
classes of a document or a corpus. Nevertheless, one of the most
important issue described in the related works is the complexity
of the algorithm which increases with the data size. To use LDA
models for PN topic modeling under reasonable conditions, it is
necessary to reduce this complexity or, at least, the computa-
tion time. The second major problem of computing LDA from
a large corpus is the genericity of the topics. Typically in LDA,
each topic class is represented with a vector of L components,
where L is the lexical size. Each vector is weighted by its prob-
ability of belonging to the class.

On the one hand, if the number of classes is large enough,
the algorithm may correctly return several classes related to a
particular PN. But computing a large number of classes from a
large corpus is technically impossible. Moreover, it is difficult
to determine a priori the optimal number of topics for a large
corpus. On the other hand, a low class number results in gath-
ering several relevant topics in the same class, leading to poorly
accurate models.

The main idea of the proposed topic modeling is that a PN
may be strongly related to specific topics. Therefore, the mod-
eling of name and topic dependencies could help to find PN in
the speech stream. Our approach consists in estimating LDA
topic models from corpus composed by documents having the
targeted name. This selection process allows to reduce the LDA
algorithm complexity and to estimate relevant LDA classes.

To compute relative topics of a searched PN, we propose
to extract, from a large corpus Ĉ, sentences where the PN ap-
peared: the sub-corpus CPN . Then, the LDA algorithm is ap-
plied on CPN in order to find topics LDAPN of the targeted
PN. Table 1 shows an example of topics computed from the
Wikipedia sub-corpus for the person name Aung San Suu Kyi.

Table 1: Example of 3 LDA classes computed from the
Wikipedia sub-corpus where PN=”Aung San Suu Kyi”.

C1 - p(wl|C1) C2 - p(wl|C2) C3 - p(wl|C3)

opposition 0.12 nobel 0.16 release 0.004
burmese 0.07 peace 0.13 rights 0.003

leader 0.05 prize 0.12 onu 0.003
military 0.04 laureate 0.12 security 0.003

elections 0.02 asia 0.04 council 0.002
democratic 0.01 courage 0.03 human 0.002

masquerade 0.01 example 0.03 defense 0.002
speech 0.01 freedom 0.03 international 0.002

To make a decision for an acoustically ambiguous PN, we
projected the one-best transcription sentence, where the PN is
supposed to be, in the different classes of this PN. Then, the
class which maximizes the sum of the word values present in
the transcription is seek, except for the focused PN. The topic

probability of the PN is given by:

PLDA(PN) = argmax
T

N̂∑

n=0

P (wn|CT ) (3)

Where T is the number of topics computed by the LDA algo-
rithm for each PN, P (wn|CT ) is the word probability of the
word wn in the class CT and N̂ the size of the one-best sen-
tence N where PN is supposed to be.

2.2.4. Person name detection

As the number of PN in a corpus can be large, sub-corpus size
of PN may differ. This leads to a large variability of the score
of PN classes and makes the decision difficult with a unique
threshold for all PN. That is why we propose to normalize the
PN topic probability threshold according to the scores obtained
in each transcription sentence. The decision threshold Θ of all
PN is given by:

Θ(PN) = δt × 1

S

S∑

s=0

P sLDA(PN) (4)

Where P sLDA(PN) is the probability of PN in the sentence s, S
is the number of the segments in the transcription and Θ(PN)
is the adaptation of the objective threshold δt to a given PN.

2.3. Acoustic and topic models combination

A hierarchical combination between the acoustic and the topic
modeling probability is performed with 2 thresholds. The first
one is the acoustic threshold δa∈[0; 1]. It helps to find a con-
fidence value where a maximum of PN acoustic hypotheses
above this threshold are correct. Below the acoustic threshold
δa, PN are considered as ambiguous. The second threshold δt
normalizes and determines all Θ(PN) thresholds. A PN is con-
sidered as present in the sentence s, if P sLDA(PN) > Θ(PN).
The thresholds are determined empirically, as described in the
next section.

3. Experiments
Experiments are conducted on the REPERE challenge data set
[1]. A corpus from 7 French TV channels has been manually
transcribed (large variety in terms of topics and types of shows),
for a total duration of around 30 hours of speech. The develop-
ment and test sets are composed respectively by 6 hours and 24
hours, recorded between 2011 and 2012. Shows are automat-
ically split into segments according to the speech pauses, with
a maximum length of 30 seconds. Each segment is considered
as a slot for our experiments. The conducted experiments focus
on complete spoken PN, which means that first and last names
should be present. The development set (4,684 slots) is used to
estimate the different thresholds (δa and δt). It contains 191 PN
(including 76 OOV) for a total of 365 occurrences. The test set
(17,997 slots), used to validate the proposed approach, contains
857 PN (353 OOV) for a total of 4,172 PN occurrences.

3.1. ASR system overview

Experiments are conducted by using the LIA ASR system
(Speeral) [19]. It is an asynchronous decoder operating on
a phoneme lattice; acoustic models are HMM-based, context-
dependent with cross word triphones. The 4-gram language
model used is estimated on about 109 words from the French
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newspapers, press agency and from the transcription of about
300 hours of speech. The lexicon contains 85K words. The full
system runs 2 passes including unsupervised speaker adaptation
and confusion network decoding. We use here a 5xRT system,
with speaker adaptation, that performs a WER of 28.84% on the
development set and of 29.24% on the test set.

3.2. Experimental protocol

Experiments are evaluated in terms of Precision, Recall and F-
measure of the PN detection in each slot. If a PN is present
several times in the same reference slot, we chose to consider
the identical detected PN as correct (or incorrect) only once.
Unknown person names have been automatically phonetized
(around 50% on both development and test data). Topic classes
are computed with GibbsLDA++ tool [20] from the French
Wikipedia corpus. The number of classes is fixed to 100 for
each name. Empirical experiments showed that augmenting the
model granularity more than 100 classes does not significantly
impact detection rates.

3.3. Results

Figure 2 reports results obtained with the PCN search module.
The blue and the red curves represent the F-measure obtained on
the development and test sets, according to the acoustic thresh-
old. We can see that this threshold tested on the development
set performs the best F-measure with δa=0.85. Similar results
are observed on the test set. We then proposed to estimate the

Figure 2: F-measure scores for PN spotting according to the
acoustic threshold

F-measure scores for the LDA topic modeling module using the
best acoustic operating point (0.85), as presented in figure 3.
We note that the maximum F-measure score (threshold value
δt=1.5) is higher than the best one obtained with the use of the
acoustic search only, with an absolute gain of 2.33 points on the
development set and of 1.02 points on the test set.

To assess the effectiveness of our two-step method, we
compare it with a classical detection of phonetized PN in the
1-best phonetic transcription and in the phoneme lattice. Table
2 compares results obtained with the use of the baseline ap-
proaches (1-best Phon and Lattice Phon), the acoustic search
only (PCN) and the complete proposed method (PCN+LDA).

Whatever the corpus set, results show that our method
outperforms baseline results in terms of F-measure. The
PCN+LDA method allows to increase the PN coverage while
improving the precision. Finally, it leads to an absolute gain of
9.52 points on the development set and of 13.27 points on the

Figure 3: F-measure scores for PN spotting according to the
LDA threshold

test set compared to the best results obtained with the baseline
approaches (1-best phonetic transcription and phoneme lattice).

Table 2: PN spotting task results on development and test sets

DEV TEST
Rec Prec Fm Rec Prec Fm

1-best Phon 48.29 86.67 62.01 52.03 80.35 63.16
Lattice Phon 52.21 68.91 59.41 60.76 67.08 63.77

PCN 55.36 92.27 69.20 65.33 90.88 76.02
PCN+LDA 58.26 92.63 71.53 65.83 92.85 77.04

This system won the REPERE campaign for the task ”who
is pronounced”, with a F-measure of about 80%, while the base-
line 1-best phonetic transcription only reached 66%.

4. Conclusions
We presented a person name spotting system that combines an
acoustic matching technique, based on phoneme confusion net-
works, and a semantic approach, based on LDA models. One of
the major interest of such posterior approaches of person name
retrieval is that it does not require any additional ASR pass,
lexicon augmentation nor other heavy updating of the ASR sys-
tem. The ability of searching OOV names in large collections
without any exhaustive coverage of proper names is absolutely
required for real-life STD applications. Results show the effec-
tiveness of this hybrid system that yields to retrieve 13.27% in
absolute of person names that were missed by the ASR system.

Moreover, it confirms the interest of using phoneme confu-
sion networks rather than the classical phoneme lattices: con-
fusion networks relax boundary constraints and offer structured
representations of phonetic contents, with a normalized scoring,
in which person names could be more efficiently searched.

Finally, the use of topic-models yields to a slight but signif-
icant improvement of spotting term performance. A more accu-
rate topic modeling could allow to better benefit from linguistic
or semantic levels. This perspective relies on the intuition that
person names are frequently strongly related to various char-
acteristics that could be integrated in a specific context model,
such as specific events, locations, topics... Starting from this
idea, we now plan to explore the spatio-temporal LDA mod-
els proposed in [21], that enable the modeling of dependencies
between person names and the context in which they occur.
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